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What an incredible start to the year! The art program is in its 4th year and in full swing. On top of that, the division 
has hired full time Drama teacher, Megan Young, to further enhance our student’s learning through dramatic art! 
Teachers and students alike are reaping the benefits of art education. Evidence is clear in student’s work, teach-
er’s experimentation with new ideas, cross curricular connections, and overall confidence in personal abilities 
and outcomes. 

By now, many students have participated for several years in the art program.  As a result, their artistic 
knowledge and abilities have grown considerably. Thinking creatively helps solve problems and information is 
retained in the art-making process. We are challenging students to examine the world in a creative sense:  How 
do things look, and move? How are objects constructed? Where does light fall and how does color affect shape 
and dimension? There are art connections all around us.  

The past few months have been quite exciting, as art has been integrated into the curriculum in several instanc-
es… 

Keith Mitchell of ESAI introduces the cardiovascu-
lar system to grade 8 students with the aid of a 
plas c model. (above) Students draw model from 
life or use imagery from their Ipad to sketch prop-
er anatomy of the heart. (above center and right) 

Student proudly displays work 
in progress – sketch and color 
of heart using value and color 
to depict 3-dimensionality. 
(Le ). All finished work re-
quired two drawings of the 
heart: one full diagram and 
one dissected diagram with 
labels of blood flow direc on 
to lungs. 

My Beating Heart... 



 

 

Learning about planets and the solar system? Want to include a lesson on primary colors? Combine your les-
sons and color match primary colors to the planet of your choice. The tricky part is your planet may look differ-
ently depending on what time of day it is and where it is in relation to the sun… A terrific opportunity to discuss 

Student manipu-
lates clay to form a 
re-enforcement 
for her structure.  

At SAE, students 
studying the so-
lar system chose 
a planet to repro-
duce using only  
primary colors 
and black & 
white. 

Completed structures await the kiln. 

 
Slick Structures! 

At Parc La Salle, students had been studying structures and it was time for them to put their theories to the test. 
How do we build something from a sketch and make it stand properly? Well, clay slab- construction of course! Be-
cause it is a forgiving medium, and so pliable, it makes an excellent material to create an imagined idea a 3-
dimensional reality. 

Our Environment 

Students at ESAI learned about North American Animals by studying the animal and its habitat. To round off 
the learning experience, they created animals from a reference picture and used artistic techniques such as 
value and color theory to make their animal come to life. 



 

Above, EIDC student shades 
tree drawing in pencil. 
Right, beau ful trees creat-
ed in so  pastel – emphasis 
on using light / shadow & 
texture effec vely. 

At Richer school students drew trees from life. They studied shadow, struc-
ture and perspec ve. 

Tree Study 

 Trees are always an excellent subject in which to learn about the seasons, plant cycle, and their very im-
portant value to our environment. Artistically, a tree study offers limitless opportunities to literally branch out 
and grow…. 



 
These unique pumpkins 
were created by ESAS, RCH, 
and SAE students.   

 

Extraterrestrial Pumpkins? 

Students really enjoyed crea ng all kinds 
of imaginary trees. Some are scary and 
come to life. Some have geometric 
shaped leaves like ice cubes. Again, ar s-

c principles are being explored. These 
images are from SAE and ESNI students. 

Just a few more trees... 

The pumpkin study was first introduced last year. A terrific way to examine value using a still life – light meets 
dark, various shades of orange, yellow, red, etc. This year we created pumpkins, and even sketched unique 
gourds!  Adding a creative twist was imperative. So we posed the question: If pumpkins could grow on other 
planets, what might they look like? Students really enjoyed this project. It was a fun way to tie in the solar sys-
tem. They began with a traditional pumpkin, and then let their imaginations wander… 



These doves were created by DTS & LSS students. The process began with a bird 
study: anatomy, wing structure, etc. The bird was then drawn into simple shapes 

using photos for reference. Finally, white chalk was applied for the predominant col-
or. Students were le  to conclude where they should add black charcoal to show a 3-
dimensional effect. Texture was then added. Finally, doves were cut out and literally 

came to life once displayed in a fabulous flying flock of feathers! 

 Lovey Dovey 
Some were studying the bird. Some wanted to introduce symbols of peace as Remembrance Day was right 
around the corner. Some wanted to study the bird, introduce symbols of peace, and have their students create 
something absolutely breathtaking… 

Defining images with dark… 

These creative images used charcoal to define form. 

Work by LBC students. 



What if the tables were turned? What if we were only able to draw were the light shone? We experimented with this 
technique by using white chalk on black paper. First, we began with the traditional portrait study examining value 
with charcoal on white paper. Then students took the challenge of creating a portrait showing where light landed on 
the face. To darken, students used their erasers. It really was a challenging concept with unique and eerie re-
sults… 

Portraits by ELI students. 

Defining Images with Light 

Students at ESNI were studying the eye and the optic nerve. To understand more, they drew a live eye sketch. 
By drawing the eye from life they were able to see the iris and all its intricacies and how the pupil contracts and 
expands. From the pencil sketch, they took it one step further to make a pair of eyes of their choice… 

             Seeing is believing…. 



 Perspective Workshop for Teachers…. 

After teachers studied value and it was incorporated into their classroom in new and unique ways, the next 
area of artistic study was perspective and the horizon line. Teachers created incredible art at the recent per-
spective and horizon study workshop which involved using water color pencils and oil pastel. We will be in-
cluding these principles in the near future and wherever possible there will be a cross curricular connection.  

A Final Word on the Newsletter….  
If you have any art news, art input 
or comments, please send it my way 
to: gdoll@srsd.ca   Remember…  

Teachers care-
fully apply water 
to their one 
point perspec-

ve city scape. 
The water 
blends in the 
water color pen-
cil crayon (le  & 
right). Below are 
excellent exam-
ples of oil pastel 
use. When used 
effec vely, the 
outcome is simi-
lar to an oil 
pain ng. 

I would like to take this opportunity to wish everybody a most joyful holiday           
season and all the best to you and yours in the New Year. 

Finally, time to celebrate a beautiful mural… 
At the end of last year, Arborgate school embarked on a gigantic undertaking: a 400+ ceramic tile mural de-
signed by students. After much hard work the mural was completed and is now hanging proudly outside on the 
school wall for all to see. 


